Spatial control of mitosis by the GTPase Ran.
Mitosis is the most potentially dangerous event in the life of a cell, during which the cell genetic identity is transmitted to daughters; errors at this stage may yield aneuploid cells that can initiate a genetically unstable clone. The small GTPase Ran is the central element of a conserved signaling network that has a prominent role in mitotic regulation. Pioneering studies with amphibian oocytes indicated that Ran, in the GTP-bound form, activates factors that regulate spindle assembly and dynamics. An increasing body of data indicate higher specificity and complexity in mitotic control operated by Ran in somatic cells. Newly identified target factors of Ran operate with different specificity, and it is emerging that mitotic progression requires the precise positioning of Ran network components and effectors at specific sites of the mitotic apparatus according to a highly regulated schedule in space and time. In this review we summarize our current understanding of Ran control of mitosis and highlight the specificity of mechanisms operating in mammalian somatic cells.